Determination of mechanical properties of soft tissue scaffolds by atomic force microscopy nanoindentation.
While the determination of mechanical properties of a hard scaffold is relatively straightforward, the mechanical testing of a soft tissue scaffold poses significant challenges due in part to its fragility. Here, we report a new approach for characterizing the stiffness and elastic modulus of a soft scaffold through atomic force microscopy (AFM) nanoindentation. Using collagen-chitosan hydrogel scaffolds as model soft tissue scaffolds, we demonstrated the feasibility of using AFM nanoindentation to determine a force curve of a soft tissue scaffold. A mathematical model was developed to ascertain the stiffness and elastic modulus of a scaffold from its force curve obtained under different conditions. The elastic modulus of a collagen-chitosan (80%/20%, v/v) scaffold is found to be 3.69 kPa. The scaffold becomes stiffer if it contains more chitosan. The elastic modulus of a scaffold composed of 70% collagen and 30% chitosan is about 11.6 kPa. Furthermore, the stiffness of the scaffold is found to be altered significantly by extracellular matrix deposited from cells that are grown inside the scaffold. The elastic modulus of collagen-chitosan scaffolds increased from 10.5 kPa on day 3 to 63.4 kPa on day 10 when human foreskin fibroblast cells grew inside the scaffolds. Data acquired from these measurements will offer new insights into understanding cell fate regulation induced by physiochemical cues of tissue scaffolds.